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15 16lancashire
Yarrow ValleY CountrY Park

cumbria
sCa fell

uDistance: 7½ miles/12.1km uTime: 3½ hours uGrade: Moderate uDistance: 6¼ miles/10km uTime: 5½ hours uGrade: Challengingn
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chosen by…  
dennis kelsall
Birkacre has been  
a scene of industry 

since the 14th century, with 
mills, dyeworks, forges and 
coal mines all crowding the 
fast flowing River Yarrow.  
After the Second World War, 
the industries declined and  
the factory buildings were 
eventually dismantled. The 
valley has since returned to 
nature; the mill lodges attract 
birds and other wildlife and, 
perhaps surprisingly, salmon 
have returned to the river.  
This pleasant walk starts from 
the Country Park on the edge 
of Coppull and follows the 
valley upstream to one of 
Lancashire’s great waterways, 
the Leeds and Liverpool Canal. 

There is much to see, once 
winter has passed, in the 
flowers and birdlife while,  
for those with a bent for 
industrial archaeology,  
many clues remain as to  
what happened in the past.

1 Start 
Leaving the rear of the car 

park, follow a broad path past 
children’s play area, bearing  
L beyond to pass Big Lodge 
Water. At the far end, veer R 
towards the nature reserve,  
but then remain on this side  
of the river, shortly reaching  
a viewing platform beside  
a high weir and fish ladder. 

2 ½ mile/0.8km 
Climb the steps to a higher 

path and go R, shortly passing 

chosen by…  
jamie smith
Once thought to  
be higher than its 

neighbour (but in fact shorter 
at 3163 feet/964m), Sca Fell  
is England’s second highest 
mountain. In 1802 the opium- 
pumped poet Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge famously made  
a hazardous decent from its 
summit down the rockface  
of Broad Stand to Mickledore.  
We take a gentler route up and 
down this shapely Lakeland 
fell’s west flank from Wasdale, 
via tranquil Burnmoor Tarn. 
Your efforts will be rewarded 
with splendid views from the 
cairn-topped, rocky summit.       

1 Start  
Leave the car park via the 

top exit near toilets, turning L. 
Pass through wooden gate  
and cross the bridge over 
Lingmell Gill, immediately  
bear L following signs for 
Eskdale and Miterdale.  
In a short distance bear R  
on bridleway, signed Eskdale. 
Quickly reaching and passing 
through wooden gate, 
following path beside wall. 
Continue, ascending on good 
path, passing through gates 
and over a stone bridge to  
grid ref NY182 062.

2 ¾ mile/1.2km 
Immediately after crossing 

the stream, bear L following 
cairned grass path, indistinct  
in initial stages, heading S. 
Follow improving path marked 
with cairns to junction of paths ➥ ➥

a railinged pit shaft. 
Occasionally waymarked,  
the path meanders along  
the valley, briefly leaving  
the stream, but then rejoining  
it to reach a bridge. Continue 
on the opposite bank, crossing 

at grid ref NY183 055. Continue 
straight on heading SSE for 
shore Burnmoor Tarn.

3 2 miles/3.2km 
Prior to reaching Bulatt 

Bridge turn L heading NE for 
Hard Rigg. Path which is 
indistinct initially, passes over 
boggy moorland, to then start 
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Route
start/parking Yarrow 
Valley country Park, 
birkacre road, coppull, 
grid ref sD570152.
nearest postcode Pr7 3Ql
Is it for me? Wooded 
valley, tracks & canal bank
stiles 1

PlanninG
nearest town chorley
refreshments Treeface 
café at start and 
Frederick’s ice cream 
Parlour beside the canal
Public toilets  
by Visitor centre
Public transport bus 
services to nearby coppull 
Maps Os explorer 285; 
landranger 108

Plan youR walk

Route
start/parking Wasdale car 
park at the north end of 
Wast Water, ca20 1eX, 
grid ref nY182 074 
Is it for me? uses rough, 
rocky and faint/boggy 
mountain paths/tracks. 
stiles 1

PlanninG
nearest town egremont
refreshments in car park 
or Wasdale head inn 
Public toilets none on 
route, car park portaloos
Public transport none
Maps Os explorer Ol6; 
landranger 89 or 90

Plan youR walksca Fell seen from 
scafell Pike.

Big lodge water has  
an abundance of birdlife.
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ascent of steeper ground. 
Eventually reach steep scree, 
where path turns E. Follow to 
ridge, and bear R to climb onto 
the summit of Sca Fell. 

4 4 miles/6.4km 
Turn around following 

route of ascent, descending to 
the ridge and turn L to descend 
steep scree and rock path. 
When path branches, take RH 
side, continuing with descent. 

5 5¼ miles/8.4km  
On reaching Piles of Stones 

(grid ref NY 194 064) bear  
R following faint path along 

steep grass slope heading  
NW to hit wall at NY185066.  
Arrive at stile, cross and 
continue descending NW.

6 5¾ miles/9.25km 
Arrive at track, turn R  

and retrace outward steps  
back to start.  

three bridges over side streams 
and eventually rising along  
the lip of the wooded bank  
to a kissing gate.

3 1¼ miles/2km 
Keep ahead across an  

open field to woods at the  
far side and drop to a bridge 
back across the Yarrow.  
Fork R just beyond to stay  
with the river, passing beneath 
tall pine. Eventually, recrossing 
again over another bridge,  
the path then shortly climbs 
back on itself to a picnic area 
and car park. Joining the drive 
go L. Keep ahead at a fork  
onto a lesser track, which 
shortly leaves the country  
park onto the main A6.

4 2¾ miles/4.4km 
Go L, crossing at the  

traffic lights to walk on past  
a pub. After a bridge spanning 
the Yarrow, turn off R along 
Hoggs Lane. It winds away, 
crossing Black Brook and  
then passing beneath an 
arched railway viaduct.  
As it subsequently turns 
towards houses, keep ahead, 
climbing to the canal towpath. 

5 3½ miles/5.6km 
Turn R and follow it 

beneath Bridge 75, shortly 
crossing the Yarrow again  
on a stone aqueduct and  
then passing behind Frederick’s 
Ice Cream Parlour. After 
approximately 2.5km, pass  
a boatyard and workshop  
to approach bridge 71. 

6 4¾ miles/7.6km 
Leave the canal there  

on the rising track and turn  
R along the lane. After 100m 
cross to a track leaving beside 
a lodge on the L. It leads past 
the former Ellerbeck Hall and 
through its old park, now 
reclaimed for farmland after 
being mined for coal. Keep 
ahead at a crossing track, 
shortly meeting road. 

7 5½ miles/8.9km 
Cross to a sometimes-

muddy path opposite into 
overgrown woodland, which 
winds to the foot of an old 
railway embankment. The line 

served two nearby large 
collieries. Climb to the top and 
drop on the other side to the 
edge of a field below. Go R, 
picking up the course of a 
wooded stream. Path later slips 
into trees, eventually dropping 
to a bridge passed on the way 
out. Turn L and retrace outward 
track back to Birkacre.  

16 15cumbria
sca fell

lancashire
Yarrow ValleY countrY Park

uOS Explorer map OL6 uBuy maps at: ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop uOS Explorer map 285 uBuy maps at: ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop
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Burnmoor 
tarn is one  
of the largest 

entirely natural tarns 
in the lake District.  
it is reached by the 
old Corpse road 
where bodies would 
have been carried on 
an arduous five mile 
up-and-down route 
from wasdale Head 
to consecrated 
ground in Boot  
for burial.

don’t miss...
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ViEW thE Walk on 
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